Sustainable Tourism, Optimal Resource and Environmental Management
STOREM

Capacity Building Workshop, Sardinia 30th June – 06th July 2022

UniCa – Department SEA –
Campus Aresu, via S.Giorgio 12
ROOM 11

1st July 2022
From the Caribbean to the Mediterranean
Environmental management and tourism: experiences and practices

Keynote Lecture
9:30 am: Mario Socatelli, UCI (Costa Rica)
How to elevate sustainable tourism into Regenerative Experiences

Practices within STOREM partnernariat

10:30 am: Corrado Zoppi, UniCa (Italy)
The making of the Natural Regional Park of Tepilora. The cooperation agreement

10:50 am: Francesca Uleri (Associazione Culturale TERRAS, Italy), Sustainable tourism and internal areas (Italia), last edition of Sebastiano Brusco summer school

11:10 am: Coffee break (20 min.)

11:30 am: Juan Restrepo, EAFIT (Colombia)
Providing a tool for monitoring: The Observatory “Basic Cartagena”

12:00 am: Matteo Bellinzas, UPD (Colombia)
STOREM Observatories: implementaton and data collection

12:30 am: Lisa Presciani, UPD (Colombia)
Sustainable Tourism Participative Planning for local development of vulnerable communities